A new conception for  C type hyper graph is defined by fractal graph and integral graph in this paper.  C type hyper graph is unified the general graph and  C type hyper graph, i.e. any general graph can be seen a integral graph from a  C type hyper graph, and otherwise: any  C type hyper graph can be seen a fractal graph from a general graph. Author also defines fractal graph mapping 1   and integral graph mapping  , and defines  r order fractal graph/integral graph based on these mappings. So the problems about eigenvalues spectrum and colouring to fractal graph and integral graph are discussed.
Introduction
C. Berge (C. Berge 1973) [1] has defined a kind of hyper graph with only hyper edge and without hyper vertex. This definition produced a difficult that general graph is not corresponding to the hyper graph. To solve this difficult author defines a new  C type hyper graph that could be seen a new research direction for graph theory. , then 
Property 2.2. For a hyper vertex
We can obtain the fractal graph on right. We call the graph on left is the integral graph of the fractal graph on right, and the graph on right is the fractal graph of the integral graph on left. To see the Fig. 2 .1. 
The elements on main diagonal are vertexes of integral graph 1 G , the elements not on main diagonal are edges of integral graph 1 G , and 
Definition2.10. The eigenvalues of adjacency matrix M is called as eigenvalues of graph
G ; the sequence made by all eigenvalues of graph G is called as the eigenvalues spectrum of graph G .
Property2.14. The adjacency matrix M and its sub-matrices all on main diagonal are square matrix; the elements in all sub-matrices are 0 or 1. The elements on the main diagonal of sub-matrices which located on main diagonal of adjacency matrix M all are 0 .
Property 2.15. The adjacency matrix M of a graph G is a real-symmetrical square matrix based on the main diagonal, then it must be diagonalizable matrix.
Definition 2.11. The eigenvalues of adjacency matrix
is just the eigenvalues spectrum of graph G , where I is a  r order unit square matrix,  is a proper constant.
Property 2.16. (the property for eigenvalues of graph). If the diagonalized matrix of adjacency matrix
M is denoted by
, then eigenvalues of 
